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CHAPTER I 
BACKSROTOB OF f Hi PROBLEM
of Interest in the FrobLem 
Literature in the field of Employment Psychology 
not only reveals the fact that many persons are poorly 
adjusted to their Jobs, but it is also replete with 
references to the serious effects of vocational mal&djust- 
ment to both the individual and society* Mot® the • 
followingi
fhere have been cases of individuals 
who have suffered major conflicts over 
vocational maladjustment and failure, 
which led to excessive drinking, suicide, 
mental disorder, and crime* 1
Menninger claims that
Perhaps three-fourths of the patients 
who come to psychiatrists are suffering 
from an. incapacitating Impairment of 
their satisfaction in work or their abil­
ity to work* In many, it is their chief 
complaint * 2
Again;
There Is no waste so far-reaching 
as misdirected human activity, and 
waste in industry hits all of‘us, 
eluding the worker himself, 3
i Fred McKinney. Psychology of Personality Adjustment. 
(New York, John ^ l e y  * Sons, 1951) J:*-— 4— -----
O
K* A* Menninger, ‘Work as a Sublimation,® Bulletin 
of the Menninger Clinic, Movember, 19^2, p. I??*
3 Harold Ernest Burtt, Brinelnleg of Employment 
Psychology* (Hew -Tor?,nSfpS? m Brothers, 19^2) p* 539'
tAnd,
. * * The frustration and waste 
which the Might of vocational malad­
justment Tie its upon youth * * * will 
not be generally reeogni&ed in its true 
importance unless there is a shortage- 
of manpower* b
Apropos of the reference to manpower shortage, Miss
Dorothy V* Wheeler* Director of Mursing Service for the
Veterans* Administration* 'declared that she believes job
dissatisfaction* not- insufficient remuneration* is the
S
cause of the shortage of nurses*.
Just how far-reaching the effects of Job dissatis­
faction may be is carried to the ultimate by Robert Hoppock:
Whether or not one finds his employment 
sufficiently satisfactory to continue in it* 
either permanently or until he has prepared 
himself for greater responsibilities* is a 
matter of the first Importance to employer 
and employee, to the state the problem is 
no less significant? subject any group of 
normal persons to intolerable working con­
ditions aiid revolt is inevitable* first in 
strikes| if they fall* in riotsj finally* 
if necessary* in political or social revo­
lution. 6
Another factor which creates interest in and points 
to the value of further study in this field is the inter­
dependence of Job adjustment and adjustment to life in 
general*
Howard M. Bell* Matching Youth and J ot>s.
(Washington* B* 0*7 ASeriSI oounell on Education, 19^0) 
P* 7^*
c
Esther Luclie Brown, Hurelna for the Future.
(New York, Ruseell SageToundatloST^sT p. k?.
& Bobert Hoppock* Job Satisfaction*
(Hew-York*, Harper & Irithere, 1935) P- 5*
3-
Aecording to Hepner:
Most modern vocational psychologists 
do not try to study a youth In order to 
predict, what'he should do but to help 
him improve his adjustments to life by 
means of a vocation* 7
A United States Employment Service training super** 
visor says*
Bemember that a man* s whole adjustment 
to life usually depends upon his job. His 
j ob may determine where he lives f' what he 
eats, how he dresses* It may determine his
health, his recreation, his friends 
may also determine his happiness and his 
value to society* 8
It may be observed in passing that the reverse of 
the latter paragraph might'also be true* Certainly one* s 
health, his food, and where he lives have a marked in­
fluence on his preparation for, opportunity in, and 
adjustment to the World of work*
Vocational adjustment or maladjustment may be the 
result of vocational choice* How tremendously significant 
that choice may be Is most impressively told by William 
I*owe Bryan, President Emeritus, Indiana University.
It is no light matter to choose your 
life work. It Is to elect your physical 
and social environment. It is to choose 
where you will work - In a scholar1s 
cloister, on a farm, or in the cliffs of 
a city street* It is to choose your 
comrades and rivals. It is to choose what 
you will attend to, what you will try for, . 
whom you will follow. In a word, it Is to
7 ?* W*JHsPne*% 4P.PU.fa la. Life ana Work.
(Hew lurk, Prentlce-Hall, 19^11 p. 539.
8 framing Unit Series* United States Employment Ser­
vice* dune, 19^6*
uelect for life, for better or worse, some 
one part of the whole social,heritage. 
fhes© influences will not touch you light** 
ly* fhey will compass you with subtle 
compulsions,' fhey will fashion your clothes 
and looks and carriage, the cunning of 
your hands, the texture of your speech 
and the temper of your will. ted if you 
■are wholly willing and wholly fit.* they 
can work upon you' this miracle? they can 
carry you swiftly in the course of your 
single life'to lorela of wisdom and skill 
in one sort, which it has cost the whole 
history of your guild to win. 9
Such interpretation of the responsibilities of the 
vocational counselor has been a strong motivation, toward 
further investigation, of this nebulous problem of vacs** 
tlonal maladjustment* a problem with many facets, each 
a challenge for individual study*
Interest in the-' special .subject of this study, rtthe 
relationship of aesthetic interest to vocational malad­
justment,1*- developed over a period of ten years of 
experience in' vocational counseling and the supervision 
and. training of vocational counselors In a public em­
ployment office.
In this dual function attention was directed to 
three aspects of the problem;
*
(1) the apparent difficulty of persons with 
high aesthetic interest to make a satisfactory 
job adjustment.
9 "Have You Chosen Your Life Work?*
Occupations MagaElae, December, 1950, p, 209.
5tt) The sens© of futility and frustration 
expressed by counselors In assisting the 11 artistic* 
applicant to mates a suitable job choice*
f'3) The possible, lack of opportunity for 
training and employment in the field of the arte. 
Observations directing attention to these problem 
areas were twofoldi the • proportionate number of coun- 
sslsse expressing an interest in the arts seemed 
significantly high5 and even more provocative was their 
manner of expression. There seemed to be a tendency to 
repress an interest in the arts* or to mention it shyly 
an&j confidentially as if it might not be accepted-* In 
fact, a vocational preference for the field of the arts 
was often prefaced by some such remark as* *?1tou*Il 
probably laugh but t*d like to write, or paint, or 
be a concert singer*11
Also"noting this tendency of repression ' of true 
interests, Sadie M* Shallow asks:
Is he afraid of the field of aesthetics 
even though he may have talent and ability 
in the field of art? Does he have a large 
feminine component in his personality 
which-he is trying t© repress? i§
Once the wish for an aesthetic outlet was expressed*
however,, encouragement and interest on the oart of the
counselor usually brought forth a flow of conversation,
10 Sadie M. Shallow, Clinical Psychology Applied to 
Vaeattonal §uidance.n Occupations Magmtihe, Feb* 
ruary, 1950*
6accompanied by evident emotional release, revealing re a*
sons for this attitude of repression and failure of
young persons to even attempt to seek a vocation in
line with their dominant aesthetic interests.
A young, man who said his desire to express himself
musically was so intense that he could 1 feel it flowing
to M s  finger*tips* was forbidden by M s  parents to sing
on a radio program... He was not permitted to play the
classical records he was collecting. Be had no piano.
Although his grandfather had been an .opera -singer in
Germany* his parents insisted that he find a ^practical1
means of earning a livelihood*
Another boy1© father burned the short stories he
had written. And no doubt a more sensitive individual
would have given up writing as a career had her father,
like the father of Marie Bardot, said that he considered
11
writers the ^maggots of society.*
fhese remarks indicate that perhaps too often where 
the arts are concerned these parents still hold to the 
view expressed by John Locke three centuries ago, when 
he declaredi
if a child has a poetic vein# the 
parents so far from cherishing it should 
labor to have it stifled and suppressed 
as much as may be. . . -The' Air of Par* 
naseus may be pleasant but its soil is 
barren. 12
11
#1tour University Speaks,* Radio Program# TOW# 12:30 
P. M.* January IS# 19^8.
^  S. Willey, Seventeenth Century Background.
(New York, Colu^ialJniverslty Press# 193^) p. 293.
Another actually disconcerting factor was the- ex­
pression of futility by the vocational Interviewers and 
counselors when confronted with the *artistic* applicant* 
Soldo® did’aesthetic interest'receive serious considera­
tion, there was a tendency on the part of some counselors 
to avoid Interviewing an applicant found, to he aestheti­
cally inclined* and* if this were Impossible* they too, 
apparently in sympathy with «?ohn Locke * s appraisal of 
a vocation utilising aesthetic interests* tried to per­
suade the individual to he ‘practical**
fhe counselor reasoned thus: “Even if the applicant
did have ability as well as interest* opportunities for 
employment as a musician'* artist-, or writer are almost 
non-existentv*
fhese observations orovoked many questions: could
the -frustrations resulting from the suppression of 
artistic Interest be one of the causes of vocational 
maladjustment? .Might the counselors lack of ingenuity 
in relating aesthetic interests and artistic abilities 
to the World of Work be a factor? If this problem were 
removed, would not the limited opportunity for both 
training and for vocational outlets In the field of the 
arts still be a factor contributing to vocational malad­
justment? Might the percentage of those with aesthetic 
interests working in Jobs differing widely from these 
interests be significant to this problem?
aInterest in pursuing further the problems Inherent
In thee© questions led,to a review -of investigations
already made in the field*
Freyions iseeareh
•Before turning directly to the studies relating to •
vocational' maladjustment* it- seems desirable to trace
the paths of research'which lead to these particular in*
vestlgatlons.
Apparently the financial* social, and personal
implications of the'problems involved In the lack of
adjustment of the worker to his Job as Indicated earlier
in this chapter have long been recognised.
J. M. Brewer points out that as early as 1670 Pascal
13
stated the importance of a wise occupational choice. 
Brewer adds?
All the cults having to do with pre- 
-diction and prescription * the astrologers, 
the palm and card readers, the phrenologists, 
the physiognomists, mediums, and seers «► 
recognised'the Importance'of and were con- 
earned-with vocational adaptations, lb
But it remained for those engaged in the more
professional aspects of the work to attempt to find
clues to the causes and solution of the problems of
vocational maladjustment by means of scientific studies.,
this scientific approach by psychologists,, vocational
counselors, educators, and others meeting the problems
iM. i.iiilMlw.l.ifalL^ mi^iiii. 1.11..IWI mi«H « «i 'I.
J. M. Brewer, fhe Vocational inldaisoe Movement.
{Sew fork* the' W t B T  pTzi*
1^
Brewer, 0$. elt.. pp. 22**%3.
9in the course of their work, opened a new field of en­
deavor - the field of vocational guidance.
It is to this field that research in vocational 
maladjustment seems eventually to lead, The relation* 
ship is,clarified by the following brief review of the 
vocational guidance movement as reported by Brewer:
Frank Parsons is justly called the 
founder of the vocational guidance move* 
ment, for it was he who began the work 
which has led to the present spread of 
- interest*. Parsons discarded the pseudo* 
sciences, used the systematic study of 
occupations, and was sane and painstaking 
In the investigations of ability and 
character which he made* Further, he 
wrote about his work, and thus gave to 
the followers in the movement an opnor*' 
tunity 'to build on'his gains* fis book, ■
• fhousing a Vocation, will perhaps have 
a permanentl.place n:'in the guidance 
bibliographies*. * ■. ■
* * . The Civic Service Bouse,
Boston, In which Professor Parsons began 
his counseling, was organised In 1901 
by Meyer Bloomfield* * * On April 23,
190B, the organisation of the Vocation 
Bureau was completed * * * with a sub* 
stantlal board of directors as sponsors 
of the movement* IS
The need for such a movement was stated in m
English document,. Bloomfield1 e Beading^ on Vocational
inf dance*. published in 17^7* more than a century prior
to its organisation* Bald Bloomfieldt aFor the great
„  1 6
masses of men, life is organised around work*1
15 Ibid.
\6
Quoted in Brewer, ©£* cit* * p* 2*
10
But It was not until nearly thirty years after
Parsone initiated the organized vocational guidance
movement that Harry D*, Kitson defined its obj actives
as ^assisting an individual to select # prepare for,
17
enter upon, and progress in an occupation*8
Research in this field of twentieth Century origin 
is necessarily limited hath in number of studies and in 
type of approach, which was found to he principally 
through studies of job satisfaction. However, that 
these might be related to the subject 'of vocational 
maladjustment was given encouragement by Fitch, who re­
ports in a follow-up study of the results of vocational 
guidance, "The service rendered the worker that was
*  18
mentioned more often than any other was adjustment*8
And Hepner say, "The choosing of a vocation means
that we must choose the one that requires the least
amount of adjustment and gives us the greatest amount
19
of satisfaction*.*
Particularly pertinent at this point in the dis­
cussion of the relationship of interests, adjustment, 
and satisfaction, is this quotation from Fryers
The subjective interests and aversions, 
the likes and dislikes of the individual, 
are an important part of hie mental life*
17 Harry D. Kltson, The Fsycholpgy o£ VogatJ^nal Adjustment* 
(Philadelphia, Pa*, <1 * I* kippihcotf ¥lf, ff%$1 p7 i§7*
Fitch, fooatlonal Guidance In Action.
(Hew Xork, ’doli^ia university Press, 1935) P* 1^3•
19^
 Hepner, 0&* $$&•$ P* 337.
11
Personnel workers have regarded these 
Interests and aversions as closely . 
bound up with the individual* s voea- 
tiona! and educational adjustment* 20
fortunately, an authority in the field, Dr, Bobert 
Hoppock, Professor of Education at lew York University, 
has not only made studies of job satisfaction, but also 
has compiled a bibliography of studies made by others on 
this subject.
Br, Soppock with his associates has reviewed studies 
in this field periodically since 1935 when his compre­
hensive book, Job Satisfaction, was published.
Brief summaries and reviews of studies of job 
satisfaction have been published in Occupations Maga­
zines in the following issues? April, 1938# October,
19^0| February, 19^3# April, 19^5# April, 19^8; December, 
19^8; December, 19^9i and October, 1950.
Studies of the general subject of satisfaction and 
adjustment are reported as early as 1902., Following 
World War X, the number of similar studies with emphasis 
on Job satisfaction show- a marked increase - reaching 
their greatest activity from 1929 to 1935 when it ap­
pears that the unemployment occasioned by the economic 
depression heightened interest in investigations in the 
field. Since World War XX, these studies have again in­
creased.
20 Douglas Fryer. Measurement of Interests 
(Mew Xork, Henry Holt & Co ., 1931/ p .
'Some understanding of the scope of these invest! 
gallons can he obtained by scanning these two lists 
relationships studied in the years 19^8 and 19^9 
respectively*.
Reported in December, 19^9 Occupations Magazine, 
19^8 investigations
# * suggest the presence or absence 
• of relationship between lab satisfaction 
and achievement* advancement* age* attl* 
tudss toward company -and management* 
benefits* community conditions* coopera** 
tton with unions, ,co**workere# delegation 
of authority* departmental cooperation* 
education* efficiency on the job* employee 
relations "programs*, family* hobbies and' 
avocations* interest, length of service* 
living conditions, marital status* nature 
of the work* number of dependents, number 
of.previous jobs held* opportunity to' 
voice grievances, personal needs* pride 
in workmanship, productivity, recognition* 
responsibility, salary* security, sex* . 
social needs, social status*, steady work, 
supervisors, tools and equipment* variety 
of work* work adjustment* working conditions, 
and working hours* 21
the study which is considered most outstanding is 
appraised by the authors thus-?
the study by friend and laggard pre* 
sente a penetrating investigation of the 
effects of family influences on occupational 
adjustment of the worker* It is one of 
those rare books which say something that 
has not been said before-*
Reported in the October, 1950 issue of Occupations 
Magazine, 19%9 investigations
7\
Bobert loppock and H. Alan Robinson* ob Satisfaction 
Researches of 19^8, * Occupations Magazine* December* 
19^9. p. l$k.
Hoppock and Robinson, On. clt., p. 153.
» , . suggest the presence or ab­
sence of relationship between job 
eatiefaction and the following topics: 
age* advancement, attitudes toward 
company and management* benefit pro** 
grams* co-workers* communication 
between workers and management*
■creative activity* credit standing* 
education* efficiency* favoritism 
and discrimination* home situation, 
importance of the job* independence* 
intelligence* job interest* job pre­
paration* length of employment, nature 
of the work* occupational etraitfl- 
cation* opportunity to voice grievances* 
outdoor-work* personal development* 
physical plant conditions* previous 
jobs, productivity* recognition* 're* 
sponslbility, scores on the General 
Aptitude fast Battery of the'USES and 
on the Kuder Preference Record* secur­
ity* selling performance* seniority* 
sex* skill* social needs* supervision* 
turnover* type of machinery, union* 
utilization of abilities* wages* work 
equipment and supplies* working condi­
tions* and working hours. 23
While only one study relates to job interest* all 
of the research here reviewed is considered pertinent 
to this study since it is fully recognized that no 
single factor is the cause of vocational maladjustment 
and that the results of this study of the relationship 
of aesthetic interests to vocational maladjustment can 
be more accurately interpreted in the light of these 
previous and contemporary studies.
23 Robert Hoppock and H. Alan Robinson* nJob Satisfaction 
Researches of 1949*1 Occupations Magazine* October* 
1950. p* 14,
'Emphasizing the need for cone iteration of interests 
in any study of vocational maladjustment* Walter V. 
Bingham'says?
Since people tend to find the keen­
est satisfaction in those activities which 
challenge their sustained attention* ■ 
there is. abundant reason for canvassing 
their Interests systematically and for 
helping them arrive at. a clear Picture 
of their 1 affective tendencies.,1* 2k
the relation of interests and aptitudes is further 
discussed by Binghami
When an Individual1© present Interests 
are ascertained* they are appropriately 
construed as symptoms of his probable 
future interest . . .  a person is inclined 
to enjoy doing what he can do well. His 
vocational interests do tend in some de­
gree to- correspond to his potential 
abilities.. But the relationship is not 
necessarily very close, 25
Donald Super* in his study on the relation of 
Avocations to Job Satisfaction found that nmen in voca­
tions not related to their avocations tend to desire a,
change particularly to those occupations which resemble
2 dtheir avocation•.*
He concluded that job adjustment was'not.so much 
dependent upon the balance of activities in vocations
2k
Walter ?. Bingham.*. Aptitude and Aotitu&e fee ting. 
(Hew fork* Harper & 'brothers * 19f?Jpr^61,
25 IMS.*
R. Hoppoek and ft, Shaffer, "Job Satisfaction,*
Occupations Magazine* February*. 1943, p.
is
and avocations* 'but m m  more dependent upon the existence 
of outlets for dominant interests in one*# major aebtvl-
a?
'ties and particularly in. one's work*
• In relation to the particular emphasis of this 
study* the authors eoaelttdsf
the relationship to job aatiefaction 
of avocation© and' other leisure time 
activities needs additional investigation*
These studies might provide data which 
would he overlooked by the mors tradi­
tional studies of on-the-job factor© of 
Job satisfaction* 38
The studio# reviewed to date all support the eon-
elusion that the factors in job satisfaction are so
varied that each situation must be viewed separately
29-
and almost independently*
The## comments and references to avocations are 
considered applicable because Art* literature* and 
Music are outlets for much ©vocational activity* In 
fact* some of the subjects in this study preferred to 
relegate their aesthetic activities to avocations! rattier 
than'vocational pursuits*
Whether or not worker# were satisfied with their 
Jobs mm also given attention In termany*
Levinstein mailed 8000 questionnaires 
to miners in the ■ Huhr* the Saar* and 
Silesia* to'textile workers In Berlin*
Foret p to metal workers in Berlin *
Sollngen* -and Obsrstein* Sixty-three
IM&*
28
ibid.
29 IMS.*
16
p&r cent of the blanks were returned 
between 196? and 1911» Among the 
Questions was* *Itoes four wot% give 
you pleasure or have you no interest 
in it?* C*feoht 13
~  ■-,-, - ;   ****** l*i- response
€5 ISC S7 6© per eefil of 208h minora ,
?$ per sent of 1153 textile workers, 
and 5? per sent of 163? metal workers 
Indicated leak of pleasure in their 
work* In response to the Question*
*whst type of work would you most like
l l a f S i mp p T hm n t ' of th© liufcrs# TO per cent of the 
textile workers, mnd 8 per eent of the 
mt*l workers chose mining, textile, and 
metal work receptively* 90
Initial activities of guidance workers in the 
studies were concerned with the store objective factors 
involved in vocational adjustment. According to 6* 
diibcrb Wrenm
two decades ago * * . compensatory 
behavior, evenuBhition, frustrated be­
havior* wish fulfillments, diagnostic 
constructs, and other matters of tinman 
motive# and worries engaged the Inter* 
eat of only that esoteric group known 
as psychoanalysts, '31
the authors of the Vale labor and Management 
studies stats?
1 tore was - for many ■ years a ■ strong 
tendency to stress the efficacy of 
monetary Incentive# in attracting'ant 
holding labor* . . • More "recently 
.students of human relations in
36 Mebert ifcppock, Jgb L ,
(Hew Morfc, Earpera SroSfiera 5 p. 326*
0* Ollbert Wrenn, the Ouldanca Movtment,
{Ann Arbor, Michigan* ‘ ‘ ~ ' ' ’ ■ ‘ *
p. 8.
X?
industry hftv# emphasised the Importance 
of non-wage conditions of #®ployment* 32
The early studies of Job Satisfaction, hr Bobert 
■ Boppoek and Bobert 1* Shaffer considered tuoh factors 
as ago, tenor#,' earnings* ana' promotional opportunities 
but did not approach the problem from the Interest 
a n g le *  ^
However, a ©urVey of m m  recent investigations 
indicate# the influence' of dynamic psychology on the 
thinking of guidance and research workers* deferring 
again to the comments of i* gilbert Wrenn on this subject, 
he states$
W# are- here concerned with attempts 
to deal with the totality of the indi­
vidual as opposed to dealing with 
segment# or fragment* of the totality. 
and from these fragments inferring 
some meaning as to the function of the 
whole* fti# dynamic psychologists mm 
firm believers in the dictum, that the- 
whole is greater than the mum of it# 
parts* 3&
Speaking at the Counseling Institute of the Omaha 
Coidanoe Council on April 13* 19^5# Clifford Srlekson* 
Professor of Idueatlof*, Michigan State College said, 
flWe are just beginning to think In terms of adjusting 
Jobe to the emotional and social situation of the 
Individual**
" Lloyd 0* BeynoMs and Joseph Shister, Job Horizons♦ 
CSew fork. Harper d Brothers, 1 9 & 9 J  p* ""
^  Oeetiroatlone Magaalne, February, 1 9 & 3 *  pp. h $ 6 * h 5 3 *
^  C, Cilbert ^renn, gjg* £|&»f P*
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Prefacing a report of the ®Jeb Satisfaction Ha* 
searches of 19^8,8 Hoppoek end Boblnson make this 
ebservattpiH
Ha theae reviews have been, written 
over a period of pears* it has become 
obvious that growing attention h m  boon 
paid to the relation between Job satis* 
faction and the entire emotional life 
of the worker. More than ever before* 
this pear1s research features the 
emotional life of the Individual work*
«s 3f
Mhile ail of the foregoing investigations give m
rather comprehensive picture of the work that has been
done in an attempt to find the factors underlying and
contributing to vocational maladjustment* even per*
m m m f  analysis verifies the statement of Donald Super
that •there Is a paucity of studies relating interest
3 6
and maladjustment*®
8. Frederic kuder makes a similar observation in 
his luder Preference Manual* namely?
The important question of the rtla* 
tlon of preferences to Job satisfaction 
has received little attention* although 
it Is probably the most pertinent from 
the standpoint of predicting vocational 
adjustment from a measure of preference* 3?
Also deploring the inattention to the role of in* 
tereste in guidance.is Dr* Edward ft* strong* <Jr*# another
Hoppoek anfi Robinson, "Job Satisfaction Reeearchsa of 
19«8,° Occupations Nagesina, Beoembor, 19&9. p.153.
^ Quoted m  Hoppook and Robinson, “Job Satisfaction. 
Researches of 1 9 ^ 9 , *  Occupations Magaaine, October, 
1950. p. 1?.
0* *> K«der, Rwlggfl Mgnual fag.lifig. p|S E  ESil 'arena* 
cora. {Chicago, 111.,Science Research Associates,19!
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who seriously considered the role of interest© in voca­
tional guidance. . One of the results of his work was the 
development ;of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank.
hr* Strong remarks:
■ fhe newer point of view, taught hr 
Rousseau, was that education, comes from 
within* through the workings of natural 
Instincts and .Interests and not through 
response to force. • the new doctrine of 
interest Is-in conflict with the old 
doctrine of discipline, the proper 
resolution of the two doctrines has not 
yet been achieved. 38
The following Incident related by Dr. Strong 
emphasises hie support of the relationship of vocational 
interest and vocational adjustment!
Several of the older men . . . were 
under the care of psychiatrists when I 
saw them* tee later gave up a law prac­
tice yielding as much as 160,000 in one 
year to enter Red Oross work at a 
starting salary of 13,060. A few months 
later he telephoned that he was sleep­
ing soundly and enjoying his work for 
the first time in,his life. Both he 
and his wife felt that he had escaped-a 
complete mental breakdown. 39 ) 1
The'only published study on job satisfaction In the 
Armed Forces Is'that of Hahn and-Williams who studied the 
relation of job satisfaction of three clerical group©' of 
women Marine Corps Reservists to scores on Preference 
Record scales. On the clerical scale, they found
^  Edward K, Strong, Jr.$ ttRole of Interests in Guidance/ 
Occupations Magazine, May, lf^9. p. 5i?.
^  Strong, On. cit.. p. 522.
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eignlfleant differences between satisfied and dissatls**
40
fled workers in-all three groups,
A Fortune Magazine surrey found that kk% of a group
of young people would hare ohosen a different occupation
41
if they could start life orer again.
Reynolds and Shisber considered Job satisfaction a
factor in labor mobility.
the satisfaction which people derive 
from the work they do is probably more 
important than that which they derire 
from spending their incomes, 42
Daniel Starch made a national surrey of a cross
section of average Americans and found that *32.?% would
hare chosen a different job if they had had their life
43
to lire orer again.®
Iren in the few studies in which interest has been 
a factor* none has investigated the-relationship of a 
particular Interest to vocational maladjustment.. There­
fore, so far as it can be determined from reported 
literature, no other study of the -relationship of 
aesthetic interest to vocational maladjustment has been 
made.
d. Frederick Kuder, 0&. pit,. p. 19.
ippp- ' T' —
4 1
Elmo Roper, *loung People of the United States 
Answer Some Pertinent Questions' about Themselves.,,1 
Fortune Magazine, December, 1948, pp. 43-44.
42 ’ •
Reynolds and Shister, On. clt.. n. 3.
^  Daniel Starch, ®Most People Would Do- Things Dif­
ferently If They Could Hake a Fresh Start,® 
Syracuse, Hew fork Post-Standard. November 8,
1936.
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^molineas §t£ the fbudy
Adjustment of veterans to civilian occupations 
following 'World War II and job changes occasioned by 
the reconversion of Industry .from war to peace-time 
production resulted in a marked Increase of public 
interest in‘the-problems of vocational adjustment*
Psychological testing facilities.!, heretofore re- 
served for use primarily ,ln educational institutions, 
were made'-'available in most employment end counseling
i
centers, t applicants,'having been made'aware of the ad­
vantages of scientific measurements in- military centers 
and defense plants, .accepted the procedures involved with 
varying degrees of enthusiasm and confidence, many 
still preferring to select their vocations entirely by 
the. trial and error method*
With the Introduction of the fnder Preference Re­
cord as one of the testing tools of the Nebraska State 
Employment Service, It was possible' to measure and 
compare the levels of interest in nine categories, three 
of which,-art, literature, and music, have been selected 
as the aesthetic interests to be used in this study.
{See Appendix)
Whe General Aptitude West Battery, a development 
of United States,Employment Service research, Includes 
a actor which serves ,as 'a measure of general learning 
ability# (See Appendix)
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Another significant contribution to this study was
the increased emphasis on'the ollent^eentered counseling 
kk
technique. With the burden of the interview placed on 
the applicant and the counselor assuming a non-directive 
foie,, the-true interests of the counselee are more 
likely to he revealed,
■ In reporting the study of Friend and .Haggard, Ho-* 
bert Hoppock and H, Alan Robinson make a similar obser­
vation: ^Perhaps the noh-direetive counselor who
concentrates on the emotions solves problems that others 
muff♦ *
the application of the clinical'approach to vo­
cational counseling brings to the Job consideration of 
the individual’s' total needs,, another factor'which made 
a timely contribution to the study,
’ Literature relating to the problem of this study 
emphasises the serious effects of vocational maladjust­
ment to both the individual and to society.
Interest in the problem developed'as a result of 
actual on the Job experience.
Scientific study of the problem was stimulated by 
the vocational guidance movement.
Carl I, Hagers, p^tmg.»llag. and Hsychotheronhy., 
(Cambridge* Mass . , Mveret&TTreeB, 1 0 2 )
Hoppock and Robinson, Vfob Satisfaction Researches of 
19**©,* Occupations Magazine, neoember, 19^9. p. 160.
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A review of those investigations, for the most part 
studies of Job satisfaction, showed the changing emphasis 
from objective to subjective causes of maladjustment, 
but revealed no. study paralleling the one under considers** 
tion.
However$ several-’ .authors suggested the need for 
further study of the relationship of interest to adjust** 
meat*
Two closely related problems were observed! namely, 
the counselors sense of futility in counseling the 
applicant with dominant aesthetic interests, .and the 
question of the adequacy of vocational opportunities for 
these applicants.
Both ar® problems meriting further Investigation, . 
but are not included in this study;
Accounting for the timeliness of the study is the 
fact that facilities for the study became available as
>
an outcome of the counseling services for veterans and 
displaced defense workers following World War II*
75091
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the p m m m
Statement' of the Problem
■The problem, of this study ia to determine whether 
or not persons with significantly high aesthetic inter* 
eets as measured by the Xuder Preference Beoord are 
more likely to be maladjusted vocationally as defined 
In fchiigf- than are persons selected from a erl*
‘terleir population without consideration of their aesthetic
interests.
definitions
This attempt to clarify the meanings of the terms
aesthetig.. interest, vocational * and maladjustment might
better be designated as discussions than -definitions.
Each term might well be, or has been, the subject of
an. entire book* However, to explain the connotations
of the terms for the purpose of this -study and for '
supporting the premise that a study of job satisfaction
is one possible approach to a study of vocational malad*
Justraent, the following are offered as d&ftuitions.
Aesthetic..' according t6 Winston1© Hew Simplified
Dictionary, means 4 sensitive to the beautiful In art
1or nature, or having a cultivated artistic taste,*
^ Winston*s Hew Simplified Dictionary,
IPh 1 la d e Ip h la , T?aT* rT S e " J o h n U t o n  do,*  1936) p . lb .
For the purpose of this study* this "sensitivity1 may
be expressed through any of the three media as measured
2
by Ku&er; art, literature, and music.
In classifying occupations according to major 
interests, Ituder lists under Art, among others, the 
fields of Advertising, Architecture, Designing, Photo­
graphy, and Window, Dressing.*
Under literature, in addition to those occupations • 
requiring the ability to write, he lists Actor, Lawyer, 
and Language -Teacher*
And in the Music category, he includes both ln~
3strumental and vocal music, and dancing*
Interest* as defined' by Bingham, is a tendency to
become absorbed in an experience.and to.continue it* Or,
more fully, he says, "Interest means a tendency to engage
in an activity or field of employment as opportunity
offers, to concentrate attention on it, and to prolong
It because of the satisfaction it yields*#
the introspective approach of structural 
psychology has given us our understanding 
of interest as complex experience dominated 
by feeling * * . while . . . destalt psy­
chology which would investigate the interest
2 0. Frederick Ku&er, Author Kfefteg Preference Record * Re­
vised Manual * (ChicagoT fTl.. Science' Sesearch,1,#AlsocTate C. 
fffgy
 ^Kuder, On. clt., pp. 5-6.
Walter ?. Bingham, Aptitudes and Aptitude Testing.
(Hew York, Harper &'Brothers,' 19^21" p+^Sz*" ' '
experience ms a whole . < * leads - to the 
estimation of the ©xperienee as liked or 
disliked. 5
Regarding the measurement of interests, Fryer makes 
a similar point?
In a measurement sense,, subjective 
Interests are likes which are estimated 
experiences ■ characterised - by feelings 
of pleasantness* 6
It is Important to note that the method-by which 
^he Ruder ^referenp© Be.eoi*d measures interest is that 
of asking the testae to designate those activities 
which he likes most and least*
for the purpose of this study reference to person© 
with aesthetic interests will m e m  those who have indl* 
cated by their choice of activities in the Ku&er preference 
Eecoi^ that they are among those persons who have a 
tendency to become absorbed In the arts - to engage 
in activities offering an opportunity to express- their 
sensitivity to beauty and to concentrate on and prolong 
such activity because of the satisfaction "it yields*
the term vocation, from which vocational, is derived, 
literally means #a calling*1 from the Latin vocare. A rem­
nant of this thinking that a person is designed by his 
Creator for a special work- may still be prevalent In
^ Douglas Fryer, Measurement of. Interests..
(Hew York, Henryl'Solt S' 'Company^ "193iT™ p• ^60.
6 Fryer, gg,. clt.. p. 15.
Zf
in some of the professions-* but most authorities agree 
with McKinney that tt an individual is not * cut out* for
7a specific vocation at birth,*1
0rabb says , #A vocation means the business to which
8
the natural talents or tastes lead a mart**
And Kltson'makes'this observation!
As was said before, it (vocation) con­
notes the Idea ♦calling1, a sacred mission 
which one must carry out whether or no* 
ft carries with it the- idea of permanency*
* , . in a society as fluid as that of 
the United -States* a word denoting such ' 
fixity is not truly representative of 
, the facte * 9 ' *
Webster gives these two viewpoints!' a vocation is
1 the work for which one is especially fitted,* and, ttone#s
10
regular employment *
In view of the varied types of employment with which 
this study deals, the most suitable definition for 
vocational seems to be, that which 4* •pertaining to one1 a 
regular employment.rt
this connotation is comparable to Hoppock1a pre­
ferred term* lob. Me s&yst
? Fred McKinney, Psychology of Personal Adjustment*
(New York, John #tley & Sons4 isWl)p. 17.
8 Crabb1 s English Synonym*
We§ forUJ IPoimebi« Sunlap, 19^5) p. 702*.
9 fSSt 2 ’,K!!80n£ of Jog,atlona| A,a.l,Ustjgen$.
(Philadelphia, Pa*, d. B, Llpoincott Co., • 1925/ p. 23**.
Webster* & dolleglate Dictionary* 5th Edition.
(SprlngFleMassT7 # 7 * c 7 Merriam S §o 7, 19b?) P- 1125*
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fhe term has been used throughout 
this Investigation because it has the ad** 
vantage of dally usage among workmen them** 
selves and a connotation which Includes 
the total situation* II
As an approach to the understanding of maladjustment 
some discussion of the term adjustment might be helpful*
McKinney refers to adjustment as- a process* the 
essence of which let
. . . a motivating condition * * * 
a condition which thwarts or conflicts 
with the motive * « * and the discovery 
of stimuli which bring out a response 
that satisfies the motivating•condition. 12
He continuesi
Imotional maladjustment is due to 
failure to find stimuli to satisfy 
motivating situations.* *fou are a well* 
adjusted individual if you' can meet your 
needs with the resources available in 
your environment. 1$
furning again to Webs ten
Adjustment is the establishment of 
a satisfactory relationship as representing . 
harmony* conformance, adaptation, and the 
like. l4
Maladjustment' is poor adjustment. 15
11 Robert Hoppock, dob Satisfaction.
(Hew fork, Harper ® Brothers, 1935) P* ?•
12 Fred McKinney, Qg. cit.. p. 8.
^  Fred McKinney* Op . clt.* p., 13.
^  Webster., Q&. cit.. p. ifc*
^  'Webster, Op . clt.. p. 60J.
fr«ler points out the need for a goal as a factor 
in adjustment* Ho soyas
In the last analysis, the best inte­
grated and adjusted individuals sees* to 
be those who have established some reason- 
able goals in line with their interests 
and abilities and who' haiesettied down 
to work toward these goals seriously and 
steadily but without unusual-tension*.16
A similar view is held by Hepner, who uniquely
points out the method of selection -and the value.of' a
goal*. , .
of the best ways for the in­
telligent person to choose a vocation 
is to select a problem that needs a 
solution, 'then he relates the voca­
tional goal to personal adjustment * , . 
to the well-adjusted intelligent worker* 
the null of the future (toward the solu­
tion of a problem) should be more 
stimulating than the push from the 
past (hie own adjustment tendencies*) 17
from these definitions of adjustment. It seems to 
follow that maladjustment might indicate poorly'selected 
or wrong goals* out of harmony with one1® interests and 
abilities *
In reference to vocational maladjustment, Fred Mc­
Kinney says i
Maladjustments * * * assume different 
forms such as unhappiness, inefficiency on
•mm*
^  A. E. frailer, feahtsloueg of'Guidance.
(Hew Xork, Harper^ lrotSers# f $ y S J p* 132'.'
Harry W* Hepner, Psychology Applied to life and Work 
(Hew fo r k , P r e n t i c e ^ f f r f n c T T r ^ lT ^  pTl&KT
the job, labor turnover, ant major social 
problems. 18
In discussing the mala&j us ted worker* Orow and 
Grow state that he is 'dissatisfied*11' 19
Hebert Hoppoek relates job dissatisfaction to 
maladjustment in this ways
Maladjustment, whatever It relates 
fc©#' breeds within dissatisfaction and 
thwarts the search for happiness and 
success* 20
another sign of vocational maladjustment is frequent 
change of job, which E its on supports1 in this statements.
In continuation of our search for 
vocational maladjustment, we must direct 
our attention to the frequent changes 
made by the worker* 21
Beealllng KeKliraey*g references
Maladjustments assume different 
forms , . . mmh as * * * labor turnover* 22
Harry Bepner attributes frequent job shifting to 
maladjustment although assuming that the maladjustment 
may not originate in dissatisfaction on the job, when 
he saysi
nrianift~n* rnMjj-un i ny*i m*i *»  < i.r >■»■11 ■ ■ rmm
18 Fred McKinney, Oj». clt.. p. 199.
IQ
7 heater D. and Alice drew, Mental Hygiene in School 
and Home.. {Mew Vork, Me&raw H1 ir go* * "19^2T p + f49.
20 Hobert Hoppoek, Qg* citu# p. 27.
21 Harry B. Eltson, 0£. olt»» p. 29.
22 Fred McKinney, Lgg.. jcJLlj..
Perhaps a great deal of vocational 
shifting. * * . la largely one of the 
ways in which individuals are making 
adjustments to psychological problems 
within, themselves as well as to - the 
problem of making a living* 23
fisher and Horne also have concluded that a large
part of vocational maladjustment is but a reflection of
24
personal maladjustment.
However, these remarks still are pertinent to this, 
study in that it seeks to learn only whether or not 
persons with high aesthetic Interests do show signs of 
vocational maladjustment without any attempt to assign 
cause and effect.
A wide discrepancy between activities of the job 
and interests and abilities of the individual is likely 
to be a symptom of■maladjustment according to Walter 
Pitkin* who says:
Dissatisfaction and boredom often 
result from disharmony between onefs 
natural attention type and the kind of 
attention required by an activity. 2$
this discussion has pointed out four signs of 
vocational maladjustment, namely%
fhe maladjusted worker
I* Is unhappy and dissatisfied.
2* Changes Jobs frequently.
Harry W. Hepner, O13. cit.. p. 336.
Hubert Hoppoek, 0&. clt.. p.. 26.
Walter B. Pitkin, Mqr.% Pgw^ .f to You.
{Carden City:# Mew fort# harden City Publ. Co., 1933) 
p. iy8 *
3* tracks a-vocational or-life, goal*
4. May fee working In a Job-requiring 
•activities- widely divergent from 
those'which fee'prefers*
lit this study vocational maladjustment may fee d e ­
fined as dissatisfaction with and lack of a goal for 
one** life- work# resulting in general unhappiness and 
frequent change of Job*..
An observation essential to the understanding of 
the processes of this study is that investigations of 
job satisfaction, labor mobility, and others with which 
this;study is'compared have used criteria similar to 
those herein defined as signs of vocational maladjustment. 
Limitations
ffee number of eases - in the study is limited to one 
hundred fey the fact that the test records had, at the 
time the material was collected# been available_for only 
about one year, and because personal interviews, eesen- 
tlal for adequate information, are very time-consuming. 
Testing was strictly on- a voluntary basis which was 
also a limiting factor*
The study is limited to white males of, employable 
age. While legally a youth may fee employed at fourteen 
years in tfeferaeka, the minimum age has been set at six­
teen for the reason that employment records are not 
available for youth under sixteen. Mo arbitrary maximum 
age was set, but apparently, no applicant over forty, the
13
maximum age recorded, was interested in seeking the
eolation to hi© problem of vocational adjustment through
the aid of the testing and counseling service of the
ftabraska State Employment Service*
*
However, the selections were not limited by aoclo- 
economic factors, nor veteran status* Both veterans and 
m m m t & r m B  are included*
Likewise, the family situation was not the basis 
for selection* for young m m  from financially sound 
homes as well as those from underprivileged families*' 
make up the goup studied* Some are from broken homes* 
others from home© in which both parents are a cart of 
the family group*
c
toother limitation* and pwh&m a serious one* Is 
the fact that personality tests war# not included as 
a part of the study* the reason for this omission Is 
that no,personality tests were available as a regular 
procedure of the Employment Service* end it was not 
possible to ask all applicants to return for such a 
test after working hours*
Robert Roppook observes that ‘’the problem is compli­
cated by' the ephemeral and variable nature of e&tlftfaotlftft. 
■and* it might b© added* by the nature of Interest and
Robert Hancock, On* gjjl** p* 5*
tn this chapter the problem is -stated* 
f he terms ^sth.ertic interest and vocational, malad- 
msnt are discussed and definitions with connotations 
appropriate to this particular study are derived*
-From the definitions of terms, the approach to the 
study of vocational maladjustment through studies of 
job satisfaction seems hopeful inasmuch as those charac­
teristics indicating lack of job satisfaction are those 
herein defined as indications of vocational maladjust­
ment*
Since the studies selected for comparison approach 
the problem in this way* this observation is important 
to the study*
Limits of the study are recognised and explained*
m&PTm  xxx
SOURCES OF BATA ARB PROCEDURES
As an introduction to the subject of this chapter, 
It may be well to review the general purpose and 
approach to this study which was undertaken to deter­
mine whether or not there Is a significant relationship 
between aesthetic interest and vocational maladjustment
(a) By determining the percentage of per­
sons in a sample population selected on the 
basis of significantly high aesthetic interests 
as indicated by the ludei*- Preference Record 
who are maladjusted vocatioriaSly" as”&eFineS in 
Chapter II*
(to) And by then comparing the proportion­
ate number of vocationally maladjusted persons 
in this sample with the proportionate number of 
maladjusted persons in a criterion population 
on which studies of job satisfaction and labor 
mobility have been made.
Souyce§
Sources of data for this study may be divided into 
two categoriest
(aJ Those providing data pertaining to the 
sample cases to' be studied..
(b) Studies yielding data for comparative 
study of the number of ease© of vocationally 
maladjusted persons in the sample group with 
the group selected from the criterion popu- 
l&tion*
Furnishing data for the cases to be studied as the 
sample group were the test records and application card 
files of the Lincoln, Rorfolk, and Omaha offices of the 
Rebraska State Employment Service* These data were
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supplemented by information given verbally by the 
applicants' themselves.
the tee tests used were those available In the 
Nebraska State Employment Service: , the knder Preference 
ReporO (revised 19^6) and the, general Aptitude feat ■ 
Battery, developed by .the Occupational Analysis Indus*- 
trial Services division .of the United.States Employment 
.Service over the decade 193?~!9^?.
foder Preference Record.
the Ruder Preference.Adult Profile , form SB for 
men* was used in the study. The nine interest categories 
measured appear on the profile sheet in the order listed: 
mechanical* oompntatlonal* scientific* persuasive* art* 
literature, music, social service* arid clerical. Three 
of these: art literature, and music are the designated
aesthetic interests with which this study is concerned. 
tn support of the validity of this test, the author writes:
The results indicate in general' that 
the names assigned to the various scales are 
. ■appropriate in terms of the' tyoe of occu­
pation entered as well as in terms of the 
..activities .for which the scale is scored. 
Chemists are found to be particularly high 
on the scientific scale,, .writers on the liter­
ary scale, musicians on the musical scale, 
accountants.on the computational scale, and 
so on. 1
** 0. Frederic Kuder, Revised Manual for the: la&er Prefer­
ence Record. {Chicago,ITrmfiTl., Science Research Associates, 
X9#5) p7 9.
3?
flie average reliabilities far the different scales 
are ■ all ■ close to ,.90,*. the median for the entire table 
of reliabilities■is .91.
the USES General Aptitude feat Battery 
This General Aptitude feet Battery was released In 
19**?' for use In those off lees of the state employment 
service haring -a staff member qualified to administer 
and interpret the tests aooordlng to certain standards. 
Miss -Beatrice J. By or ale, USEE Washington, 3D* C, f 
who assisted in eonstrueting the battery, says?
•fhe general ..Aptitude feat Battery 
consists of fifteen teste chosen as a 
result of factor analysis studies of a 
large number of teste,. It measures ten 
aptitudes which in varying degrees and 
combinations contribute to occupational 
success^ # - intelligence, V - verbal 
ability, H * numerical ability, S - 
;■ spatial ■ability,. F *»■ form perception,
Q - clerical perception, A - aiming, 
f - motor speed, F - finger dexterity, 
and ft - manual dexterity* Of the fif­
teen tests,eleven are paper^&nd-penctl 
tests and four are apparatus tests* 
the entire battery requires about -two 
and one-fourth hours for administration*
fhe battery Is being standardised 
on samples of workers employed in 
various occupations* Roms are being 
developed for groups of occupations 
established according to similarities 
in abilities. The standardisation pro­
cess begins with a Job analysis. The 
purpose of this is to identify the job 
and to.serve as the basis for the selec­
tion of the experimental sample* Persons 
are then included in the experimental 
sample who are performing the same kind
of work* have passed the learning' stage 
in their proficiency on the job, and 
are regarded as satisfactory worker* 
by their foremen or supervisors* All 
■ such workers in a given occupation in 
any plant are Included, whenever pos­
sible, to avoid,the possibility--of- a 
biased sample resulting -from 'the supers 
visor1® selection of either his best 
or hie poorest' workers for testing* ■
When the number of workers performing 
the same, job. in one plant is very large 
, and permission cannot .be obtained to 
test all of them, attention is given 
to the selection of a representative 
sample* The etaodardlcation .program• 
provides for obtaining samples of workers 
.in each occupation, from more than one . 
locality* The entire battery is ad* 
ministered to each occupational sample*
* ■* . After the General Aptitude 
fast Battery has* been administered to 
a counseled» his scores' are- expressed 
-as ah Individual Aptitude Profile* 
fhis- consists- of ten aptitude scores, 
bach of which is obtained from - one or 
more. of the -fifteen tests in the bat*' 
tery* fhe score for intelligence I#}, 
for example* is, obtained from three , 
tests) the verbal ability (V) score, Is 
obtained from one test) and the numeri* 
cal It} score-from two tests* "fables 
have been established for- converting'. - 
each raw- test score Into- a weighted' 
standard score for an.aptitude* fhe 
weights are-based-on the factor-loadings 
of each test • and were obtained by the 
Wherry-Boolittle method* Thus they ■ 
represent the significance of each of 
the tests in measuring a given aptitude* 
The aptitude- score Is the -sum of the 
weighted standard scores for'each'of 
the tests measuring that-aptitude* 2
% Beatrice J* Dvorak, wfhe Hew MIS'General Aptitude Test 
Battery,* Journal of Applied Psychology, August, 19**?*
pp* 3?2*3?5*1 -
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Limitations
. * '* One limitation is thftt the 
ten aptitudes measured do not include 
such important traits, as. artistic ap­
titude, musical aptitude, eye-hand- 
foot coordination* etc. Many occupations 
require these aptitudes and’dexterities* 
and additional tests will no doubt need 
to he added to the battery to make it 
more applicable,' A second limitation 
1 of the battery is that it does not cover 
all of the jobs existing In American 
industry today, 3
Reliability coefficients for the &ATB Aptitudes 
range from #812 for the F factor (finger dexterity) to 
.91** for the f factor Calming).
In a Comparative Evaluation of the Professional Ap­
titude feat and CAfi, Ralph and Taylor, University of 
Utah, found*
the three-aptitude battery composed 
of the Verbal, Spatial and Numerical ap­
titudes of the §AT® shows promise of 
■ being an efficient predictive Instrument 
for use in the selection of medical students. 
Further investigations, particularly of 
the follow-up type, should be undertaken 
to check the validity of this predictive 
battery on other samples before applying 
It to medical selection programs* A
The three-aptitude battery referred to above Is the 
portion of the 0ATB which is designated as the i-factor 
used in this study as the measure of Intelligence,
3 1m -  ■
a
Ralph and Taylor, **A Comparative Evaluation of the 
Professional' Aptitude Test and the general Aptitude 
Test Battery,11 Journ&l of the Association of American 
Medical Colleges, January, ,1950* p. 8.
Over a period'of'two years of use, it was observed 
that results of'this test compared favorably'with the 
scholastic achievement of the applicants tested.
lata for' Comparative Study
lata with which to compare■the findings Of this study
may he found in Job Horizons* second in a series of the
fale labor'Management series% in Job Satisfaction by
Hoppoe&;'and in reviews Of investigations by BOppocfe*
Shueffer, Super* and others as summarised In the periodic
%issues of Occupations Magazines.
Surveys by Fortune Magazine and Daniel Starch also
6
furnished data for comparison* ' Description of these 
studies-- will be found under Froeednregt... the topic which 
follows*.
Statistical formulae and methods employed are found 
statistical Methods, by Sne&ecori 19^6 editiont .Bingham1e 
aotitu^e, jfl&d, Aptitude festtng;> and freene1 s Measurement 
of Human Behavior*
Collecting Data
fhe interview method was used for the collection 
of data relating to the -sample .group*
'Iw.t'<w>«-«||*||'||*IMII .Wlll.l ilill .1 ■**.—W-W iih»i.I K.oimi.
5 see Chapter I # page 11*
(L
w Fortune Magazine* January, 1938.
Applicants wens selected fen the study from the
regular traffic of the three state employment servlm  
7
offices*'' While the study originated in the Omaha 
office* to broaden the area from-which subjects were 
drawn and to add the thinking of other counselors* arrange** 
meats were made to secure-data from other than the Omaha 
office of the State Employment Service. A personal visit 
to the ■ Lincoln and Her folk -offices was made to- obtain 
the information not already tallied by the counselor* in 
the same manner as described below.. Obviously it was 
necessary that the personal interviewing be done by the 
counselors in those offlees and the information be 
relayed by discussion of the Individual cases.
Each applicant came voluntarily to the employment 
office seeking either assistance in locating a Job* in 
selecting a vocational goal* or both* tests were also 
either requested by the applicant or mutually agreed upon 
after testing was suggested by the counselor* All tests 
were administered by the staff member holding the posi­
tion of test technician* Besults were interpreted by 
the counselor#
Each subject was personally interviewed: by a counselor 
in the Omaha* Lincoln, and Norfolk offices respectively, 
fhe personal interview, an integral part of the counseling 
process, was particularly essential for determining the
^ Omaha, Lincoln, and Norfolk.
eubjacts1 reaction to the criteria pertaining to job 
satisfaction or frustration* not only for the study but' 
also for doing an effective counseling job* since, *a 
study of adjustments* drives* and preferences should 
supplement any tests administered. <* 8
Test record scores and other data not tallied im­
mediately after the interview were later.obtained from 
the application card in the following manner!
■first from the Knder Preference Record file* names 
of those persons whose scores In art, literature, or 
music were higher than those in all other categories were 
selected*,
If an individual had a score in column. $% 6, or ?
at or above the f$ percentile* considered significant
10
by the author* ' he would still not be selected if he 
had another score which was .higher* -fhla attempt to. 
study only the individual whose aesthetic Interests seemed 
to exclude other-interests measured by fhe test materially 
reduced the number of eases available for study. 'In fact, 
selections of eases from the #ratid Island and Kearney 
offices of the Nebraska State Employment Service had to 
be eliminated entirely to meet this criteria*.
The second step was to check the master Index file ■ 
for the occupational .classification of each case.
8 ?SrryJ f% Hegner» g.SK^^gy, Ataplleflto Life ang_ Work 
{Hew Xork* Prentice Hall Ine77 19^1) p. 352.
9. Art, literature, and music, respectively, 
in
Kuder, On. oit.
third* the application card for each individual was 
pulled from the applicant record file*
From' these cards a tally of personal' data including' 
age, education* special training in the field,of major 
interest* and the n8* factor obtained from the General 
Aptitude test’were listed*
Finally, the subjects1 employment history was studied, 
especially noting frequency.of'job'changes* ?fhenf com­
parison of the type of work done with the field of major 
interest was made by checking test, scores with the occu­
pational’ classification* Whether-or not the applicant 
had been,happy in his. work was checked during the personal 
interviews *
Esteept in a very few instances* all sampling wan 
done during the calendar year -of X9&S* Selections, in all 
oases were mad© entirely at. random,* ft o'attempt at any 
systematic procedure-was made on the basis’that n systema­
tic selection may'not yield.a random sample* and’unless
11
the sampling is random * the inferences may not' be true*0' .
Verification that the sample was random and other 
analysis of the data is recorded in Chapter XV*
Selection of Material for Comparative Study 
Keviewlttg pertinent literature and investigations 
for the purpose of selecting studies yielding results
^  George W* Sne&ecor, Statistical Methods .
(Ames* Iowa* fhe Ooll^laWWesiTTSor* 19^6) p* IS*
with which to compare the findings of thim study wee 
really a phase•of collecting data* those selections 
ware, based as nearly' m  possible on similarities of 
subject* object lire* procedure, and timing. As previous­
ly pointed oat* the meet common approach to studies of 
irocation&X maladjustment were through' studies of satis** 
faction or dissatisfaction*
’The job satisfaction study of the entire working 
population of Hew Bops # Pennsylvania* .conducted by 
tf allace P* Thornton for Robert Hoppock in 1933* is pro** 
b&bly 'the most thorough study of job satisfaction of the 
general population available* However, because it w m  
made during a period of economic depression in a town 
of much smaller population than those from which sub­
jects for this study were drawn, and that it included 
both malt and female workers, It was not considered the 
most appropriate for statistical comparison with this 
study,
Hoppock1$ conclusion that the ■proportion of dissat­
isfied workers In this group m m  about or slightly less 
than one third* being general rather than specific, also 
made comparison of questionable value*
An Investigation preceding this study by on© year 
which more nearly meets the criteria for comparative 
study was'reported In Job Harlsanq by Reynolds and 
Shleter* The following is a brief description of 
the study*
Xn 19^? i this study of the lab on mar­
ket of a medium-sized New England manufacturing 
center was. undertaken by the authors* 12
. This preliminary report is intended 
to summarize part of the information ob­
tained through interviews with workers 
in the area* We hare tried in particular 
to select those subjects which will be of 
greatest immediate interest to the general 
publici the factors which make the wor­
ker satisfied or dissatisfied with his 
job and which therefore influence moral© 
and labor turnover * * . 13
Interviews were carried out with two 
separate groups of workers, which are 
identified in the following chapters as 
Sample %■' and Sample 2. The workers in 
Sample I* some bjo in number, are a 
cross-section of the manual working popu­
lation of the city as of October, 19&5 
{the date of the most recent city.di­
rectory available when we began work).
This grouo , which included few war vet­
erans , turned out to be relatively old,
■skilled, and immobile, In order to learn 
more about labor mobility* we decided to 
draw a second sample made up entirely of 
people whose job listing in. the 19^7 
directory differed from their listing in 
the 19^6 directory*. -Sample 2 was limited 
further to men currently employed in 
manufacturing industries*' This group 
turned out to be relatively young, with 
a large proportion of war veterans and 
a considerably higher mobility rate than 
Sample X* lh
n  r\
Lloyd S. Reynolds, Professor of Economics and Associate 
.Director, Labor and Management ’0enter,'Xale University*. 
Joseph Shlater, Assistant Professor of Economics and 
Director of Research, Labor and Management Center,
Yale University.
^  Reynolds and Shister, Job Horizons.
{New'York, Harper & Brothers,' $ W § ) Preface, p. ix.
^  Reynolds and Shis ter, O j c^t * * pp. &*$*
In spite of these differences in the 
.characterIstics of the two groups, their 
answers cheeked out closely on most 
points* The consistency-of the responses 
appears to indicate both reliability of 
the method used and an underlying con** 
sisteney in the pattern of worker 
behavior* 15
The study was carried out in a medium** 
.'sized New England manufacturing city* The 
city and its surrounding metropolitan area' 
had a population of about 35®#000 in April,
19^7. The great importance of manufacturing 
in the area is shown by the fact that forty- 
three per cent of the labor force was 
employed in manufacturing Industries In 
April, 19^?♦ 16
Manufacturing In this city Is diver­
sified and relatively small-scale. * ■* *
While there are some five hundred mahu- 
'factoring establishments in the area, 
only thirty-five of these had more than 
two hundred workers In 19^7, and only 
seven had more than one thousand workers* 1?
Sample 2 was limited to male workers currently em­
ployed in manufacturing Induetries* Selection was.made 
on a random basis* 35® workers,were interviewed in their 
own homes* Interviewers followed a list of key questions 
which they.were allowed to vary* A minimum of writing 
was done during the■Interview*
While the objective*of the fale Study was to inves­
tigate labor mobility, the approach was very similar to
“g**1*"1 't+ t m w *   w  m  j i i m i «.».»**
^  Reynolds and Shister, Og,. cit.. p. 96. 
lbId.
kf
that of the job satisfaction studies, as indicated by the
authors-! wli is important to know as much as possible
about the factors making for satisfaction or dissatis*
faction on the j ob •1
Hesuits regarding frequency of Job change, selection
of jobs in line with goals* and expressed dissatisfaction
are all comparable to criteria for vocational maladjust*
ment as defined by this study*
fwo other surveys yield results with which findings
of this study are compared*
Daniel Starch made a national' survey of a cross-
section of average Americans by asking the question, rtIf
you had your life to live over again, what three things
would you do differently?* 32+*?% answered that they
19would have chosen a different occupation*
fhe editors of Fortune Magazine, conducting a national
survey of occupational contentment, asked the question
more directly? *tf you could go back to age eighteen
and start life over again, would-you choose a different
20career or occupation?1 Five thousand people were 
interviewed for this study* fhey were wso selected as 
to age and sex, geographical distribution, and density
Eeynol&e and Shister, Go* clt.> p* 1*
19 w * HeP**er, Psychology tolled to Ugg, ami Work* 
(New- Stork, Frentlce-Hall, Ihc.,yi9%Tp7 333.
20
Fortune Magazine, January, 1938.
of population * and as to their economic level, and-rela* 
fcion to their communities,' that they represent the U. $ 
faithfully In microcosm.®
- fhe findings-of this"study are compared with six 
previous •investigations in Chapter IV.
Summary
It has been the' purpose of this chapter to point
out;
1. Sources of
|a) Data relating to applicants.
Cb) Material for comparative study.
2. Procedures for
fa) Collecting data.
fb) Selecting material for comparative study.
  .
Fortune Magaslne, Januaryt 1938..
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jm&mBts and m m m x s m  of data
Sample lata
Sample tally sheet #1 preceding this page-shows 
the type of data collected., 'It Includes a number rep- 
resenting the subject, hi© veteran status, age, 
educational level, occupational classification, and 
two test scores* interest as indicated by the Kuder 
Preference Record, and general learning ability repre­
sented by the U-factor of the United States Employment 
Service General Aptitude Test Battery* (See Appendix) 
Indicated also is the type of special training* If any 
has been received, in the field of his major interest.
Check marks In the designated columns indicate 
whether or not the subject
1* Frequently changed Jobs*
2* Usually worked in a field widely diver­
gent from his highest interest*
3* Expressed.unhappiness and dissatisfaction 
with his work*
ks Selected an occupational goal in 11he 
with his strongest interest pattern* or 
In any other field*
The number of cases, selected entirely at random 
from the three offices of the Nebraska State Employment 
Service, were as followss
s m Veteran
Lincoln 13 5
Omaha 33 1*0
Norfolk JL _2
TOTAL 53
Non*
Total No,
18 
73
Jt
100
Probably the high proportion of veterans selected 
from the two smaller offices is due to the fact that 
counseling was introduced in those offices after World 
War St and gave emphasis to service to veterans, whereas 
counseling in the Omaha office had initially been given 
to non-veterans and was extended to veterans as they 
became a part of the job-seeking traffic*
Flftyrthree percent of this sample have veteran 
status, whereas fifty percent of the traffic routed for 
counseling service in the Omaha office In 19^8 were 
veterans* 1
The normal *tmrve of distribution is evident in the 
educational range, Chart 11, with the Lincoln group 
skewed toward the higher grades, probably not unusual in 
a city with a proportionately higher college population 
than the other two cities from which samplings were 
drawn* The fact that the Norfolk office serves a rural 
population and Omaha emphasises vocational guidance to
l Statistical Records, 19^8* Nebraska State Employment 
Service, Omaha Office,
school drop-out© may have skewed the curve toward the 
lower educational levels,
fhe educational chart. Chart II, shows that slightly 
more than fifty percent of the sample are high school 
graduates. This chart also shows a high incidence of 
drop-outs at the tenth grade level,
fhe percentages of both high school graduates and 
veterans fall within the 95% confidence interval for a 
sampling of this ©i&e; that is, between 67% and ^7%, 2' 
fhe upper educational level extends to eighteen years 
as a result of one subject being in training for the 
priesthood before taking a five year university course.
fhe curve of age distribution as shown in Chart III 
follows the pattern of the normal curve for each of the 
groups. Irregularities common to all small samples are 
evident.
fhe highest percentage seeking vocational guidance 
as shown by this chart were in the twenty-on© year old 
category.
Since the Employment Services encourage graduating 
seniors to register, the eighteen year and twenty-four 
year old upswings probably represent terminal educational 
pursuits, high school and college respectively. Veterans 
returning to college may account for the college graduation 
age of twenty-four,
2 deorg© w* Snedecor, Statistical Methods.
(Ames, Iowa, The Colleg£ate^Press7"inc., 19^6) p, 4.
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Fowsr older persons seek job changes* probably 
because of resignation* satisfactions resulting -fra© 
security* pension and retirement systems* and family 
responsibility* 3
An array of .the G factors* Gh&rt IV* as veil as a 
distribution curve* is shown, fhe mean scores for each 
group was computed with the following results'!
fhe ©can score for the combined group is 109*?#.
This falls between the fiftieth and seventy-fifth percent* 
lies on the General Aptitude feat Battery which are 100N
and 115 respectively*
These calculations with reference to the G factor 
verify the fact that .*ae* the .sample sim  increases* Its 
average tends toward the. population V a l u e * Norfolk* 
with the smallest sample* deviates 18*5 points from the 
mean of the combined total! Lincoln* with a sampling 
twice as large m  Norfolk1 s but much smaller than the 
Omaha sample* la 6*2 above the group mean! while Omaha* 
with the largest sampling* is but 3*6 points above the
Lincoln x z 115*5
Norfolk x s 127*2
Omaha x n 109*1
3 fteynolde and Shlster* J&fr Heriaopi 
(New Xork* Harper & Brothers * W
** Snedecor* On, tit** p* 1L.
▼ 'MRPmiR*' ” —
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general average* Interestingly, the mean ana median 
scores are 109*7 and 109 respectively,*
toother comparison of the distribution of the 0 
factor scores with the general population was made by 
computing the Standard Deviation (using 109 instead of 
109*7 to facilitate the computation)* Thus, one SO 
comprises 35# of the sample as compared with the 3^*13# 
of the established standard for the general population, 
or sigma.
Tally sheet Number 2 records the factors defined in 
this study as indications of vocational maladjustment.
(See Chapter XI, pages 31~32)• Also shown on this tally 
are the number of those who had special training in 
their field of highest Interest. Seventeen had training 
in art, four had taken courses in creative writing, and 
ten had some musical training*
This item is not directly concerned with the problem 
of this study, but seems related*
Wide discrepancy between the major interest of the 
worker and the activities required by the Job was deter­
mined by accepting the classification of the Dictionary 
of Occupational Titles which lists art. literature, and 
music in the professional category* Manual labor, routine
^ Dictionary of Occupational Titles. 
(UniTeW "States Prffitl^Office, 19^9)
machine Jobs, and other similar jobs classified as semi­
skilled or unskilled are assumed to be widely divergent 
from art, literature, and music* Allowance was made for 
the student pursuing studies toward his goal who is con­
tent to do part-time or even full-time labor In any field 
so long as it contributes financially to attainment of 
his ultimate goal*
A review.of the collected data gives the following 
results £•
fhe total number of individuals stating that they 
had selected occupational goals in line with their major 
Interests as indicated by the Euder Preference Hecord 
^ was.eleven* Sixteen others stated they had selected an 
occupational goal, but these goals were hot in- the field 
of their major interest as indicated by the-ICnder Pre­
ference Record*
Seventy-three of the group studied had no vocational
^goal*
Work histories, as recorded on the Nebraska State 
Employment Service application cards, showed that forty- 
six individuals had changed jobs from one to five times 
during 19^8*
fhlrty-three of these workers stated that they had 
/not as yet had a job with which they were satisfied*
Seventy-six were working in jobs requiring widely 
y different activities from those of their expressed interests*
55
Although this was a small sampling of only one hun­
dred cases, age range, educational level, the Cl factor, 
and veteran status all follow closely the normal dlstrl* 
button of the general population, as shown by the charts 
and by statistical calculation,
fhe randomness of the sampling seems to point out 
that the selection was objective, impersonal, and un­
biased* It also seems to support confidence in sampling
founded upon uthe tendency of sample ratios to deviate
*
little from the population value,11 
Comparisons
fhe next step is to make comparisons with previous 
studies representing a population sampling uncontrolled 
so far as aesthetic interests are aoncerned, but yielding 
results pointing to factors which contribute to vocational 
maladjustment *
fhe purpose of these’comparisons is to' test whether 
or not this group of persons having a high degree of 
aesthetic interest shows a higher percentage of vocational 
maladjustment than do those selected as* criterion groups, 
fhls determination will be made by a series of 
calculations of Chi*square, ttwhich ie a measure of the 
deviation of the observed sample group from those expected
6
Snedecor, 0&* &!£•* p* 19*
under the hypothesis set tip. . . # ft enables one to judge 
whether the sample ratio' itself departs much or little 
from the hypothetical population value** ^
Ute three comparative calculations which will- be■ 
made are in relation tot .
i* Frequency of Job change.
2* ffumbers expressing dissatisfaction.
.3/ Humber showing a wide discrepancy In their 
usual work and their major interest.
Definite goal# of the sample group are listed on the 
data sheet In two ootogorleei
1. Those goals in line with the subjects1 
aesthetic interests#
2« Those representing occupational goals In a 
field other than that of the major Interest*
Calculations relating to choice-of a goal have been 
osmited because no study of goal election mwm® to be 
suitable for comparison with the sample* Beynol&s and 
Shister state casually that about 50 percent of those 
Interviewed in their studies had no vocational plan upon 
graduation from high school* ® The question of this study 
was as to whether or not the worker presently had a voea~ 
ttonal goal*
fen percent of Sample 2 of the Yale Study said their 
first Job rt coincided with the plans they had mad© while 
still in school* These people took the first job they 
found because it was the kind of work they were looking 
for.* 9
? Sneaecor, On. eft., p. 1?.
8 Reynolds end Shlster, Oj>* ctt.. p. 59.
9 ££|d.
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However, It is not known how many shopping around* 
did so because they ware seeking a job in line with 
their goal.
Ho other study pertaining to goals of workers was 
found# although further research may have uncovered such 
a study.
Calculation #1 - dob Cftangqp.
Forty*four percent of the Yale Grouo changed jobs 
between October 19^5 and October 19^6. 10 Forty-six 
percent of the sample group made one or more job changes 
in 19^8.
Calculation #ls
x m b$
m * kk
■2 £ Ak£~.bb)2.{5b~5&}2
 bb ......   30
* b . A.
IPT* 53**
x .0909+ .071^
n .1623
Any Chi-square larger than 3*8^1 is referred to as 
significant. !fhe larger the value of Chi-square, the 
stronger the evidence against the hypothesis.
this is an insignificant value of Chi-square and sup­
ports the null hypothesis of no real difference in sample 
and supply*
Reynolds and Shi©ter, -On, elt.. o. 8. 
11 Snedecor, Op* clt., p. 22.
Ctudias of discrepancies between occupation and 
field of major interest seem to be limited in number*
In-the' Yale study of occupational aspirations of 
factory-workers, ‘ forty-seuan percent listed a desire for 
Jobe in.clerical, sales, professional, and administrative 
fields which probably can be classed as widely divergent 
fro® the occupation in1 which they "were engaged, which 
was factory labor* ^2
fhis is compared with the sevenths ix of the sample 
who are listed as working ct occupations not in line with 
their interests*
Calculation §2%
x » 76 
a * bf
■ This is highly significant' and does not support the 
null hypothesis*
Studies approached from the standpoint of determining 
the vocational maladjustment of a group through Job sat­
isfaction or dissatisfaction offer considerably more 
opportunity for comparison* In addition to the Yale
12 Reynolds and SMster, Pp. cit». p* 77*
mStudies* Robert Boppeofc and his assistants h a w  surveyed 
a number of groups for the purpose of determining job 
dissatisfaction* the results range all the war from
saro to ninety p & m m b*
Daniel Starch surveyed a oroaa-aeetion of awrage 
Americans and found 32*7$ so dissatisfied with their 
careers that a different job was their major concern* *3 
This figure is almost Identical with the thirty-three 
percent dissatisfied in the samole*
A Fortune M&gasln* surrey of five thousand persons 
in a controlled sample with*selection as to age, seat, 
geographic location* and economic level making the sample 
a BUSA in microcosm,* found bfc#8/f of the men dissatis­
fied with their career choice* ***
The following calculations relate to these various 
studies of job dissatisfaction*
SjlsaMlaa £1 * M m m s M  £§fe aiaaillESmllm
Twenty-two percent of the Tale 0roup stated they 
were definitely dissatisfied and were planning to leave 
their .present jobs., *5 this seems' to be a sound basis
*3 Daniel Starch* ^Host People Would Do Things Differently 
If They Could $ake a Freeh- Start*.* Syracuse* Hew ToPfe
gpst-Standard, Hoveober 8, 193&*
*** Elmo Soper* T^oting People of the United States Answer 
Some Pertinent Questions•about Themselves#tt Fortune 
Magaslne* December* 19^8« pp. &3-bb*
*5 Heynolde and Shister* On* elt*. p* 33*
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tor ao&p&rleot! with the a&mrle group of thirty three
dissatisfied workers ** thirty three percent of ’the total
of one hundred* ■
Calculation #3
x :  33 
m $ 22
* 5.5 + 1*55
s 7*0S
fhls Chi-ceuare value ie highly significant and ^ 
does not support the null hypothesis* It does, however* 
aunoort the Impression of the counselors that there ie a
greater proportion of those with high aesthetic Interests 
dissatisfied than are dissatisfied in.the criterion 
group'of the Yale Sample*.
Comparing the sample with the Fortune Kagaelne sur­
vey yields the following Chi-aquara value*,
■ 'Calculation #h
‘ac st 33 
m *
SE ( 3 ) ^
S5* gqjb' Dissatisfaction
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*  3*12 t  2*5&
« 5'. 6 8
fh le . s ig n ific a n t value o f Chl~sQU&re doe© not sunoorb 
the n u ll  hypothesis*
The final comparative study is based on a summation 
of thirty*two of the studies reported in the Kormoefc re* 
views in $qfe. Satisfaction, Chapter IX, pp. 2%$**233§ and
the number of subjects in  these investigations was 18,5?9 
of which b,028 expressed -dissatisfaction* Single groun 
frequencies o f expressed dissatisfaction ranged from 5 
to  985.
Sines th is  f in a l  c a lc u la tio n  involves more than one 
study, determ ination o f s ign ificance w i l l  be made by 
c a lc u la tin g  a t~value based on a pooled percentage o f 
the th irty *tw o  studlee of the c r ite r io n  populations*
A t~value is  the ^ c r it ic a l  r a t io 1* between the d i f -  
ference and i t s  e rro r , ^
Pooled percentage z B
C alcu la tion  ix
■ ■* /
in  the Ooeupstlcne Hegasln&s previously designated*
S
^  See Chapter 1 , p* 11*
1? Sne&ocor, 0 *^ cit,, p, 68
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Z *4-028
s .zie
p S .33 percsntage in enraple
m m M F M T s l S H w
1 161 (I».2l6) 100
s ~\| (.001693w
t Z .12-.216
rSftr
t s 2.?s
fhls id a highly significant value and does not 
support the null hypothesis*
fhe analysis of data was reviewed earlier in the 
chapter*
Heoapitulatlng the results of the comparisons of 
data* it is found that one Chi -square value is insig­
nificant and supports the null hypothesis of no real 
difference hetween sample and supply* One study yielded 
results so nearly identical to the ©ample that it obvious­
ly supported the null hypothesis*
fhree Chi-scpare values and on© t value are highly 
significant* they indicate that the sample and criterion 
populations differ with regard to the proportionate number 
of vocationally maladjusted persons in the gz*mm as de­
fined and measured in this study*
6U
CHAPTER V 
ClMMATa?
COftOlUSlofts
The relationship of aesthetic interest to ?oca- 
tional maladjustment is shown by two findings- of this 
study to be iueignifleant, while four findings suggest 
a significant relationship*
The comparisons suggesting no significance are with 
respect tot
1* Humber changing jobs in ©ample and 
.criterion groups*
2* The study of Job dissatisfaction by 
Daniel Starch*
To be more specific* according to the findings of 
this study* those persons whose highest interest ©cores 
on the Kuder Preference Record'are in art* literature or 
music, appear to be no more maladjusted vocationally than 
persons in the criterion population when the frequency 
of changing jobs is the basis for determining vocational 
ad just merit*
In the. study by Daniel Starch, 32*? percent of the 
group expressed Job dissatisfaction ~ which is obviously 
not significantly different from the 33 percent of the 
sample group dissatisfied with their Jobs*
The four studies revealing a significant relationship 
between vocational maladjustment and aesthetic Interest ares
65
X. A study of divergence between interests and 
activities required by the Job,
2. three studies based on Job dissatisfaction*
that' Is, a significantly greater number of persons 
with aesthetic Interests were shown by s comparison of 
the sample with the criterion Yale Group to be working 
in Jobs widely divergent from their field*of major inter­
est, than was true in the, - criterion group of the Yale 
stud; ' * and percent respectively*
in another comparison with the Yale Group with respect 
to job dissatisfaction, it was found that a significantly 
greater number in the sample were dissatisfied, as re­
vealed by their own statement of job dissatisfaction*
33 percent of the sample and 22 percent of the Yale Group 
were dissatisfied*
In the Fortune survey of job dissatisfaction, the 
difference was significantly high but showed a negative 
relationship* fhat is, those in the sample showed less 
tendency toward job dissatisfaction than did the criterion 
group* it should be pointed out that the Fortune survey 
dealt entirely with young people, and Hop">ook found that 
Job dissatisfaction apparently decreases with age* 1
When compared with a pooled percentage of thirty-two 
studies of job dissatisfaction, the number dissatisfied is 
again significantly greater In the sample, and shows a 
positive relationship*
1 Eobert Moopoek* Job Satisfaction.
(Hew York, Harper-® Srotfiers ,*If35) P* 129.
Xn view of th« results, therefore, it would seem
that further etody of this problem is warranted.
Further investigation# pertinent to this problem 
might be pursued In the following erase:
1. A study of the proportion of dissatisfied 
workers scoring high in aesthetic interests 
on the Fader Preference Record, or perhaps 
on several interest testa*
2. A study of the proportion of those with 
aethetie interests who have no training-in' 
the 'arts, with masons for this look of 
training, and aeorss on aptitude tests in 
the field of their special interest.
3. A study of the personality characteristic* 
of person* with high aesthetic Interest 
might reveal Clues to vocational malad­
justment.
0. Further study into the dieerepanoles be­
tween the interest of workers and fhe 
requirements of the mob might also pro­
vide valuable data.
aflynsft mwiWjHi
fhe related problems mentioned earlier also 
suggest fertile fields for research.
An analysis of opportunities in conventional 
occupation* for satisfaction of aesthetic interest* 
seems mueh needed by counselors as well as by the 
individual* possessing these interests.
Harry ftepnsr suggests the need for more pro­
fessional vocational guidance when he says:
mThe vocational guidance given by many 
teacher® and employment manager® , * * is 
In the earn© class as the home remedy of the 
friend who never studied medicine or the 
human body, 2
If one of the objectives of vocational guidance is
to assist workers In adjustment* the knowledge to be
gained from further scientific investigation- would seem
fundamental to sound procedures. In this field*
KMls vocational activities are apparently sufficient*
Xy satisfying to some .individuals with high aesthetic
interest, others seem to need to devote their entire
working day to' creative activity* Continued research In
the area of this particular study seems desirable in
the light of this comment by LeComte Du Hoey, who says?.
After all man seeks happiness and 
the- joys he derives from his sentimental 
affections and aesthetic qualities.are 
deeper than those based on strictly 
speculative and Intellectual activity* 3
2 Haryy W, Hspner, EgacfrologS Aggliad £a f^gesg& .Wgg^ .
(Hew fork* Prentlce Hall ln c * * X9&X) p . 3^0*
5 LeGompte Pierre Du Houy* Human Destiny.
(Hew York* Longman1® Green S oompany*' 19b?) p* 230*-
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Part
Part
Part
components o r  the
O mmAL  APfXTtlBE TEST B A W E T  O-PAOfOP
It Spatial Halations Test
Similar to Mirnieeota Paper Fora Board Teat. 
Forty i w i  of four draw inf a each representing 
object®.
Forty rows of single drawings representing a 
flat piece of metal.
c
Counseled checks letter indicating which object 
could be made from the flat metal drawing.
Tim® limit six minute®. 
tl Numerical Test
Twenty-fire simple arithmetical calculations to 
be done with pencil and caper.
Time limit six minute®.
It Vocabulary Test
From sixty group® of four words each, the 
counsel#® select® two words from each group 
having either the earn# or opposite meaning®. 
Time limit five minute®.
ne
PLEASE P R IN T (LAST) (F IR S T ) (M ID D L E )
D a te  of Test_
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PROFILE SHEET
•  FOR MEN A N D  BOYS •
For Form BB o f the  
KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
ro f i le  f o r  W o m e n  a n d  G ir ls  o n  r e v e r s e  s id e )
D I R E C T I O N S
o w  th e  d ire c tio n s  b e lo w  c a re fu lly .  A s  s o o n  as 
h a v e  f in is h e d  a s tep  p la c e  a  ch eck  in  th e  b o x  
te r ig h t  to  s h o w  y o u  h a v e  c o m p le te d  it ,  th e n  
>n to  th e  n e x t o n e .
„ook o v e r  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  to  m a k e  su re  y o u  
la v e  a n s w e re d  e v e ry  q u e s tio n .
ra k e  h o ld  o f  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  a t th e  to p  to w a r d  
he le f t  s id e  a n d  l i f t  u p w a r d ,  d e ta c h in g  th e  
>o o k le t f r o m  th e  b in d in g .
ru rn  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  o v e r  to  th e  la s t p a g e  w h ic h  
s m a r k e d  w ith  th e  F ig u re  1 . C o u n t  th e  n u m b e r  
>f c irc le s  in  w h ic h  h o le s  a re  p u n c h e d . S ta r t  a t 
he a r r o w  a n d  f o l lo w  th e  c h a in  o f  c irc le s  o v e r  
he p a g e . D o  n o t c o u n t th e  cases in  w h ic h  th e re  
ire  th ree  p u n ch es  in  a  c irc le , s ince  th ese  p u n ch e s  
e p re s e n t e r ro rs . I n  th e  space fo r  sc o re  1 o n  
he c o v e r  o f  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  re c o rd  th e  n u m b e r  
>f h o le s  y o u  h a v e  c o u n te d .
ro l lo w  th e  s am e p ro c e d u re  fo r  each  o f  th e  o th e r  
cores. N o te  th a t  scores 2 a n d  3 a re  o b ta in e d  
ro m  th e  s a m e  p a g e , a n d  th a t  scores 6  a n d  7 
ilso  c o m e  f ro m  o n e  p a g e .
) b t a in  th e  c o u n t a g a in  fo r  each  score , re c o rd -  
ng y o u r  a n s w e rs  in  th e  spaces p ro v id e d  o n  
ach  p a g e .
C o m p are  th e  scores o n  th e  c o v e r w i th  th o s e  en - 
ered  o n  th e  in s id e  p ag e s . I n  cases o f  d if fe r -  
nces, m a k e  th e  counts  o v e r  a g a in  u n t i l  y o u  
re  sure  y o u r  scores a re  r ig h t .  T h e n  cross o u t  
he o ld  score  a n d  w r i t e  th e  c o rre c t score  b e- 
id e  i t —
in te r th e  n in e  scores y o u  h a v e  o b ta in e d  in  th e  
p ace p r o v id e d  a t  th e  to p  o f  th e  c h a r t  o n  th is  
iage. I f  y o u  a re  a m a n  o r  b o y , use th e  c h a r t  a t 
he r ig h t .  I f  y o u  a re  a  w o m a n  o r  g ir l ,  use th e  
h a r t  o n  th e  re v e rs e  s id e  o f  th is  sheet.
in d  th e  n u m b e r  in  c o lu m n  1 w h ic h  is th e  s a m e  
s th e  score  y o u  h a v e  e n te re d  a t th e  to p  o f  th e  
o lu m n . D r a w  a l in e  th r o u g h  th is  n u m b e r  f r o m  
ne s id e  o f  th e  c o lu m n  to  th e  o th e r . D o  th e  
am e t h in g  fo r  each  o f  th e  o th e r  c o lu m n s . I f  
o u r  score  is la r g e r  th a n  a n y  n u m b e r  in  a  co l*  
m n , d r a w  y o u r  l in e  across  th e  to p  o f  th e  c o l-  
m n ; i f  y o u r  sco re  is  s m a lle r  th a n  a n y  n u m b e r  
i  a c o lu m n , d r a w  th e  l in e  acro ss  th e  b o t to m  o f  
te  c o lu m n .
V ith  y o u r  p e n c il, b la c k e n  th e  e n t ire  space b e- r ■ "i 
v e e n  th e  lin e s  y o u  h a v e  d r a w n  in  each  c o lu m n  
n d  th e  b o t to m  o f  th e  c h a r t.
'he re s u lt  is y o u r  "p ro file ” o n  th is  test. Y o u r  
d v is e r  can  te l l  y o u  h o w  to  in te r p r e t  it .
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PROFILE SHEET
• FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS •
For Form BB of the  
KUDER PREFERENCE RECORD
(P r o f i le  f o r  M e n  a n d  B o ys  o n  r e v e r s e  s id e )  
DIRECTIONS .
F o llo w  th e  d ire c tio n s  b e lo w  c a re fu lly . A s s o o n  as
y o u  h a v e  f in is h e d  a step  p la c e  a ch eck  in  th e  b o x
a t th e  r ig h t  to  s h o w  y o u  h a v e  c o m p le te d  it ,  th e n
g o  o n  to  th e  n e x t o n e .
1 L o o k  o v e r  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  to  m a k e  sure  y o u  
h a v e  a n s w e re d  e v e ry  q u e s tio n .
2  T a k e  h o ld  o f  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  a t th e  to p  to w a r d  
th e  le ft  s id e  a n d  l i f t  u p w a r d , d e ta c h in g  th e  
b o o k le t  f ro m  th e  b in d in g .
3  T u r n  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  o v e r  to  th e  la s t p a g e  w h ic h  
is m a r k e d  w ith  th e  F ig u re  1. C o u n t  th e  n u m b e r  
o f  c irc le s  in  w h ic h  h o le s  a re  p u n c h e d . S ta r t  a t 
th e  a r r o w  a n d  f o l lo w  th e  c h a in  o f  c irc le s  o v e r  
th e  p a g e . D o  n o t c o u n t th e  cases in  w h ic h  th e re  
a re  th ree  p u n ch es  in  a c irc le , s ince  these  p un ch e s  
re p re s e n t e r ro rs . I n  th e  space fo r  sco re  1 o n  
th e  c o v e r o f  th e  a n s w e r  p a d  re c o rd  th e  n u m b e r  
o f  h o le s  y o u  h a v e  c o u n te d .
4  F o l lo w  th e  s am e  p ro c e d u re  f o r  each  o f  th e  o th e r  
scores. N o te  th a t  scores 2 a n d  3 a re  o b ta in e d  
f r o m  th e  s a m e  p a g e , a n d  th a t  scores 6  a n d  7 
a ls o  c o m e  f ro m  o n e  p a g e .
5  O b t a in  th e  c o u n t a g a in  fo r  each  sco re , r e c o rd ­
in g  y o u r  a n s w e rs  in  th e  spaces p r o v id e d  o n  
each  p a g e .
C o m p a r e  th e  scores o n  th e  c o v e r w i th  th o s e  e n ­
te re d  o n  th e  in s id e  p ag es . I n  cases o f  d i f f e r ­
ences, m a k e  th e  cou nts  o v e r  a g a in  u n t i l  y o u  
a re  sure  y o u r  scores  a re  r ig h t .  T h e n  cross o u t  
th e  o ld  score  a n d  w r i t e  th e  c o rre c t score  b e ­
s id e  it .
7  E n te r  th e  n in e  scores y o u  h a v e  o b ta in e d  in  th e  
space p ro v id e d  a t th e  to p  o f  th e  c h a r t  o n  th is  
p a g e . I f  y o u  a re  a  m a n  o r  b o y , use th e  c h a r t  a t  
th e  r ig h t .  I f  y o u  a re  a  w o m a n  o r  g ir l ,  use th e  
c h a r t  o n  th e  re v e rs e  s id e  o f  th is ysheet.
g  F in d  th e  n u m b e r  in  c o lu m n  1 w h ic h  is th e  s a m e  
as th e  sco re  y o u  h a v e  e n te re d  a t th e  to p  o f  th e  
c o lu m n . D r a w  a l in e  th r o u g h  th is  n u m b e r  f r o m  
o n e  s id e  o f  th e  c o lu m n  to  th e  o th e r . D o  th e  
sam e th in g  f o r  eac h  o f  th e  o th e r  c o lu m n s . I f  
y o u r  score  is la r g e r  th a n  a n y  n u m b e r  in  a c o l­
u m n , d r a w  y o u r  l in e  across th e  to p  o f  th e  c o l­
u m n ; i f  y o u r  sco re  is  s m a lle r  th a n  a n y  n u m b e r  
in  a  c o lu m n , d r a w  th e  l in e  across th e  b o t to m  o f  
th e  c o lu m n .
W i t h  y o u r  p e n c il, b la c k e n  th e  e n t ire  space b e- |— 1 
tw e e n  th e  l in e s  y o u  h a v e  d r a w n  in  each  c o lu m n  | _ _ |  
a n d  th e  b o t to m  o f  th e  c h a rt.
T h e  re s u lt is y o u r  "p ro file "  o n  th is  test. Y o u r  
a d v is e r  can  te l l  y o u  h o w  to  in te r p re t  it.
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